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bstract

Air delivery is typically the greatest parasitic power loss in polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) systems. We here present a detailed
tudy of an active water management system for PEMFCs, which uses a hydrophilic, porous cathode flow field, and an electroosmotic (EO) pump
or water removal. This active pumping of liquid water allows for stable operation with relatively low air flow rates and low air pressure and
arallel cathode channel architectures. We characterize in-plane transport issues and power distributions using a three by three segmented PEMFC
esign. Our transient and steady state data provide insight into the dynamics and spatial distribution of flooding and flood-recovery processes.
egment-specific polarization curves reveal that the combination of a wick and an EO pump can effect a steady state, uniform current distribution

or a parallel channel cathode flow field, even at low air stoichiometries (αair = 1.5). The segmented cell measurements also reveal the mechanisms
nd dynamics associated with EO pump based recovery from catastrophic flooding. For most operating regimes, the EO pump requires less than
% of the fuel cell power to recover from near-catastrophic flooding, prevent flooding, and extend the current density operation range.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

eywords: PEM fuel cell; Electroosmotic pump; Segmented cell; Parallel flow; Water management; Wick
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. Introduction

Increasing energy demands of new, high performance
ortable electronic devices are outpacing advances in battery
echnology [1] and new high energy density power sources
re required. Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEM-
Cs) are a promising alternative with potential for significantly

ncreased energy density. Another important sector is power
ources for vehicles. Growing environmental concerns spur the
evelopment of clean energy alternatives and PEMFCs have
een a favored technology as they provide emissions-free power,
hile operating at high efficiency. Integration into on-board
ower systems, however, remains a challenge. Air pressurization
nd delivery are particularly challenging as on-board compres-

ors add to system complexity and can make start-up more
ifficult [2]. Air delivery parasitic losses are also problematic
uring vehicle idle where air delivery may require a significant
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ortion of the total power required to keep the fuel cell and
uxiliary systems operating [3].

Leveraging parallel channel architectures for PEMFC cath-
des can minimize air delivery parasitic power losses, as parallel
hannels require lower pressure differentials and thereby elimi-
ate the need for high air compression. Parallel flow fields also
ffer improved transient performance reliability [4] and sim-
lified flow field manufacturing processes [5]. Despite these
enefits, parallel flow fields are seldom used as they are par-
icularly susceptible to flooding [6]. Flooding is addressable in
arallel channels, but this is typically accomplished by using
ery high air stoichiometries (αair = 4–5 [5]) to advectively
emove product water; and this approach again results in sig-
ificant parasitic power losses [7].

Several groups have explored novel water management struc-
ures and methods including manifold designs that evenly
istribute air flow, cooling channel designs that optimize pla-

ar temperature gradients for controlled relative humidity, and
orous bipolar plates that distribute and remove product water
8–10]. We recently presented a water management technique
hat eliminated the need for excessive air flow rates by integrat-

mailto:juan.santiago@stanford.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.08.059
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Fig. 1. Schematic of 25 cm2 PEMFC assembly. Fuel cell features a porous car-
bon cathode flow field with coupled EO pump for water management, and
segmented anode-side current collector and flow field for current distribution
measurements. Membrane is a commercially available catalyst coated MEA
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assembly consists of (starting from above the cathode region and
in the major pump flow direction as shown in Fig. 2b) an acrylic
frame, a mesh platinum pump anode, a hydrophilic poly-vinyl
alcohol (PVA) filter component, a porous borosilicate glass frit

Table 1
Summary of fuel cell system components and operating conditions

Parameter Value

Membrane electrode assembly Ion Power CCM
Membrane thickness 25 �m
Platinum loading 0.3 mg Pt cm−2

Gas diffusion layer SGL 10-BB (non-woven w/MPL)
Fuel cell active area 25 cm2

Anode gas H2 (>99.995%)
Anode dew point 55 ◦C
Hydrogen stoichiometry 2.0
Air stoichiometries 1.3–6.0
Cathode gas source Air (extra dry)
Cathode delivered air dew point 55 ◦C
D.G. Strickland et al. / Journal o

ng a low power pump to directly remove water from cathode
hannels and the gas diffusion layer of PEMFCs (see Litster et
l. [11]). This system employed a porous carbon cathode flow
eld and coupled electroosmotic (EO) pump for water removal
rom a 25 cm2 fuel cell. Results showed consistent, flood-free
erformance at air stoichiometries as low as αair = 1.3, and the
O pump required < 1% of fuel cell power. In this paper we

everage the segmentation of the anode of the 25 cm2 fuel cell
escribed by Litster to gain new insight into water transport in
his active water management system. Cell segmentation pro-
ides measurements of local current density within the fuel cell.
uch data provides insight into localized phenomena including
xygen depletion at the cathode and flooding events.

Segmentation is a unique diagnostic tool for examining spa-
ially and temporally resolved flooding events. Mench et al. [12]
sed cell segmentation to observe current density as a function
f streamwise length in a serpentine channel cathode flow field.
hey observed decreased current density near the cathode out-

et, with losses intensifying at low air flow rates. These power
osses were attributed to liquid water accumulation in the GDL.
oon et al. [13] investigated flooding effects using a segmented
ell (nine by nine segments) with a triple serpentine cathode
nd single serpentine anode flow field. Yoon induced cell flood-
ng by increasing gas inlet relative humidity. Similar to Mench
t al., flooding was observed first near the cathode outlet and
hen continued toward the inlet until a steady state condition
as reached. Although cell segmentation has been conducted

n these and other cell configurations [13–28], few studies have
xamined parallel cathode flow field architecture and, to the best
f our knowledge, no studies have investigated current distribu-
ion with porous carbon media for cathode flow fields. Our work
s therefore the first segmented anode study of a porous carbon
athode, with and without active water management.

. Experimental

.1. Fuel cell assembly and operating conditions

As described above, our design is based on the 25 cm2

EMFC design presented by Litster et al. [11]. The fuel cell
ssembly, including the segmented anode components intro-
uced in this paper, is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Assembly
ndplates were machined from aluminum (McMaster-Carr,
tlanta, GA), and were equipped with Kapton heaters and K-

ype thermocouples for temperature control. Aluminum end
lates were electrically insulated from the current collectors
ith a 0.5 mm thick silicone rubber layer. The fuel cell was

quipped with cathode-side water management flow field, and a
egmented anode flow field and current collector. We describe
he latter components in the next two sections.

We used a commercially available catalyst coated membrane
lectrode assembly (MEA), obtained from Ion Power Inc. (New-
astle, DE). Four 1/4 in.-20 bolts tightened to 35 in.-lb were used

or compression. For all experiments, we operated the fuel cell
t a temperature of 55 ◦C. Inlet gas dew points were also 55 ◦C.
ydrogen flow rate was αH2 = 2.0. The system components and

uel cell operating conditions are summarized in Table 1. Further

E
G
E
E

Ion Power Inc, Newcastle, DE), with Teflon gasket for sealing. Silicone rubber
lectrically insulates current collectors from aluminum end plates. Four bolts
ightened to 35 in.-lb provide cell compression.

etails regarding the MEA, cathode flow field, and supporting
ystems (e.g., air and fuel delivery) are given by Litster et al.

.2. Cathode flow field for active water management

We here summarize the design of the cathode flow field with
ntegrated water management; further details are given by Lit-
ter. As shown in Fig. 2a, a parallel flow field was machined
rom porous carbon (SGL SIGRACET-plate PGP material, SGL
echnologies GmbH, Germany), which was then heat treated
baked at 300 ◦C for 3 min) for increased hydrophilicity. The
orous carbon was then seated into a non-porous graphite base.

small (1 cm × 2 cm) tab of the porous carbon layer extends
ut of the assembly, and this external wick region is coupled
o the electroosmotic pump assembly. The electroosmotic pump
ndplate temperatures 55 ◦C
as line temperatures 60 ◦C
lectroosmotic pump area 2 cm2

lectroosmotic pump voltage 12 V (unless noted otherwise)
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Fig. 2. (a) Exploded assembly view of water management system on cathode-
side featuring 25 cm2 porous carbon flow field and 2 cm2 EO pump, and (b)
schematic of water flow through porous carbon wick to the EO pump. The
hydrophilic porous carbon flow field absorbs product water from the GDL and
functions as a current collector. The EO pump provides a pressure gradient,
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hich pulls water from the flow field, pumps it through the PVA filter, and
ejects it externally. White arrows show direction of water flow.

glass filter from Robu-Glas, Germany), a mesh platinum pump
athode, and a second acrylic frame. The pump hydraulically
ouples to the porous carbon wick through the PVA filter com-
onent, which helps electrically isolate the pump and serves as
filter, keeping particles (e.g., carbon) out of the pump. The

crylic frames add support and the electrodes are attached via
ire clamps to external steel wire leads. When dry, the wick

nd pump initially act as a passive wick, which removes water
rom the cathode channels and SGL (see Fig. 2b). Once these
orous components are saturated with fuel cell product water,
he pump’s electrochemical circuit is automatically closed and
he pressure differential generated by the EO pump creates a
light local vacuum in the PVA filter. This local vacuum extracts
roduct water from the fuel cell wick, and this product water is
hen pumped out by the EO pump.

.3. Segmentation
.3.1. Segmentation techniques
Segmentation methods were initially developed to examine

ocal effects of evolving gases and mass transport losses in
lectrolytic cells [29,30]. Cleghorn et al. [16] first adapted seg-
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entation for current distribution measurements in PEMFCs
sing printed circuit board (PCB) technology to fabricate a seg-
ented anode flow field and current collector. Stumper et al.

26] published an early paper examining three methods of seg-
entation: partial MEA, sub-cells, and current mapping. The

artial MEA method employed a partially catalyzed membrane
hat limited electrochemical reaction to specific areas within
he fuel cell plane. Several MEAs with progressively more area
atalyzed were used to construct the spatially resolved current
istribution. The sub-cell method involved creating one or more
mall electrically isolated islands within the cell. The measured
urrent of these islands provided localized current information.
he current mapping technique used a passive resistor network,

nserted between the flow field plate and the current collecting
us, to measure current distribution in the fuel cell plane.

Bender et al. [14] refined the cell segmentation technique
y segmenting the entire anode side of the fuel cell including
he electrode, GDL, flow field, and current collector. Bender also
arefully calibrated contact resistances throughout the flow field
nd used Hall sensors for low impedance, ex situ current mea-
urements. These efforts resulted in a reduction of error due to
ateral currents; and the group demonstrated real time measure-

ents of current distribution. Continuing work in the area of fuel
ell segmentation has focused on stack integration [19,27], appli-
ation to larger scale fuel cell systems [31], implementation of
egment-specific electrochemical impedance spectroscopy [25],
nd increase of spatial resolution. Recently, Freunberger et al.
17] demonstrated sub-millimeter resolution, providing insight
nto mass transport issues in land and channel areas of the flow
eld plate. In this work, we segment the anode flow field plate
nd current collector into a three by three array. We leave the
EA and GDL undisturbed and unsegmented to minimize the

nvasiveness of cell segmentation.

.3.2. Fabrication
An anode flow field with three by three segmentation was

abricated as shown in Fig. 3. The process for isolating sec-
ions of the anode is similar to that reported by Schneider et
l. [25]. Grooves, 1 mm wide × 3 mm deep were machined into
70 mm × 70 mm × 5 mm graphite block (Fuelcellstore.com,
oulder, CO) and then filled with an electrically insulating resin

6366K41, McMaster-Carr, Atlanta, GA). After curing at room
emperature for 24 h, the surface was hand sanded to a smooth
nish. We then faced (end milled) the block from the side oppo-
ite the milled sectioning grooves to a thickness of 2 mm, leaving
ine electrically isolated segments. A three-channel serpentine
ow field pattern was then end milled into the front of the
lock. These channels had channel width, channel depth and
ib thickness of 0.75 mm.

A printed circuit board (PCB) segmented current collector
as designed and manufactured using a custom, rapid manu-

acturing protocol (ExpressPCBTM) as shown in Fig. 4. Nine
6.3 mm × 16.3 mm, 43 �m thick copper pads were printed in

three by three array on the top side of the PCB. Four small

hru vias connect each pad to a printed lead on the backside of
he board; and these leads electrically join each segment to a
onnector array (header) for connection to the data acquisition
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Fig. 3. Fabrication process for segmented anode flow field plate. (1) We machined grooves (1 mm width, 3 mm depth) into a 70 mm × 70 mm × 5 mm graphite block.
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e then filled the grooves with a low viscosity epoxy resin and let set at room
aced (end milled) the backside to a total thickness of 2 mm, thereby electricall
eld into the top face of the block.

nstrumentation. After receiving the PCB from ExpressPCB, we
lectroplated the copper pads and leads with a 10 �m nickel dif-
usion barrier and 1 �m gold layer (Electrochem, Inc., Union
ity, CA). A 0.5 mm thick silicone–rubber layer between the
nd plate and the PCB board (see Fig. 1) prevented electrical
horts between leads.

.4. Flow field configuration

Fig. 5 shows a schematic of the segmented anode flow field
nd the porous cathode flow field with a hydraulically cou-
led, external EO pump. Air entered near segment one, traveled

hrough the porous carbon 23-channel parallel flow field plate
nd exited near segment nine. Hydrogen entered near segment
ine, traveled through the triple serpentine segmented flow field
nd exited near segment one. The EO pump was positioned near

f
c
p
C

ig. 4. Images of both sides of the printed circuit board segmented current collector.
ontact with graphite flow field segments. Four small thru vias electrically connect e
or connection to instrumentation. We electroplated the PCB leads and contact pads w
erature for 24 h. (2) Next, we hand sanded the top side to a smooth finish and
ting the nine segments. (3) We then machined a three-channel serpentine flow

egments six and nine, near the cathode outlet, in order to mini-
ize hydraulic resistance between the pump and the areas most

usceptible to flooding.

.5. Instrumentation

A schematic of the segmented cell instrumentation is shown
n Fig. 6. Electrical current flows to each of the nine anode
egments. We used low impedance (specification by manufac-
urer of 0.18 m�) Hall effect current sensors (LAH-25NP, LEM,
witzerland) to measure current in each channel. Minimizing

mpedance of the measuring circuit reduces lateral potential dif-

erences along the cell area (which can cause unwanted lateral
urrents). We mounted the Hall sensors on a PCB and electro-
lated the leads with 180 �m silver (Electrochem, Inc., Union
ity, CA) to further reduce impedance. These sensors output

Nine 16.3 mm × 16.3 mm pads were printed on the front side of the board for
ach pad to a lead on the backside of the board, which connect to a linear array

ith a 10 �m nickel diffusion layer and 1 �m gold layer.
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Fig. 5. Flow field configuration for all experiments. Shown are the nine segments
of the anode plate and the cathode assembly including air flow field channels
and the EO pump. The anode and cathode employed a triple serpentine and 23-
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hannel parallel flow configuration, respectively. Also shown are the inlets and
utlets for hydrogen and air.

measurement current proportional to the conducted signal
urrent, which we converted to a measured potential differ-
nce using 1 k� precision resistors. We used a PCI-6031E data
cquisition card and LabView software for all measurements
National Instrument, Austin, TX). The nine Hall sensor out-
uts were connected in parallel to the electronic load (Agilent

3301A, Santa Clara, CA), which was in series with the fuel cell

athode.

ig. 6. Diagram of cell instrumentation. Electric current travels to the anode
urrent collector thru nine parallel channels, each fitted with a Hall effect current
ensor. The Hall sensors output a current proportional to the measured current,
hich is converted to a measured potential via 1 k� precision resistors. The nine

hannels are connected in parallel to the electronic load, which is connected in
eries with the fuel cell cathode. Cell potential is measured across the electronic
oad.
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.6. Impedance calibration

To ensure uniformity of contact resistance, we compressed
he current collector in series with the segmented graphite
ow field, gas diffusion layer and a copper plate. We then
easured impedance through each segment, from PCB lead

o copper plate, using the highly sensitive four-wire method
nd a sourcemeter (Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter, Cleveland,
H). Our mean segment impedance and standard deviation
as 15.5 and 2.84 m�, respectively. We attribute the varia-

ion in segment impedance to differences in current collector
CB lead lengths. The maximum neighboring segment per-
ent voltage difference due to non-uniform impedance was
pproximately 4.0% at a total-area-averaged current density of

¯ = 1 A cm−2. The latter is the normalized maximum percent
oltage difference between segments due to segment impedance
ifferences (assuming uniform current distribution); calculated
s (�Rmax/Vcell)(Itot/N)·100%. Here �Rmax is the maximum
mpedance difference between neighboring segments, Itot the
otal operating current, N the number of segments, and Vcell is the
pproximate cell voltage for the given Itot. Note that actual per-
entage voltage difference between neighboring segments will
n practice exceed the estimate above, as segment voltage dif-
erence is also a function of the instantaneous current density in
ach segment. As shown by our measurements below, neighbor-
ng cells often experience relatively large differences in current
ensity (as high as 750 mA cm−2 differences). Accordingly, the
etric given above, which assumes uniform current density, is

seful only as a measure of resistance uniformity, and should not
e interpreted as the actual voltage difference between segments
ontributing to cross currents.

Using the current interrupt method, we measured the ohmic
mpedance of the segmented cell as 8.10 m�. This is an increase
f 1.25 m� over the measured impedance of the same fuel
ell without cell segmentation (see Litster et al. [11]). We use
his increase as an estimate of the impedance contributed by
egmentation (including flow field segmentation, PCB current
ollector, measurement leads and current sensors). This results
n an area specific resistance change due to segmentation of
1.3 m� cm2 and an average segment measuring impedance
ncrease of 11.3 m�.

Overall, we expect some current spreading due to mea-
urement impedance, particularly under non-uniform current
istribution operating conditions (see Eckl et al. [32]). How-
ver, the degree of error is non-prohibitive in qualitative current
istribution characterization.

. Results and discussion

.1. Steady state

Polarization curves for the segmented fuel cell operated at
toichiometries between 1.3 and 6.0 are shown in Fig. 7. In these

rst plots, we show the sum total current from all segments in the
ell without EO pumping and with EO pumping at VEO = 12 V.
e obtained each polarization curve by increasing overall cur-

ent density by 0.1 A cm−2 every 10 min. Voltages shown are
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Fig. 7. Polarization curves showing total fuel cell performance for different stoichiometries, with (a) EO pump off and (b) EO pump on. Data are shown for
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toichiometries of αair = 1.3 (©), 1.5 (�), 2.0 (�), 3.0 (♦), and 6.0 (�). Total ce
ime average of the last 2 min of data for each current increment. Without EO pu
revents operation at αair = 1.5 for current densities above Ī = 0.2 A cm−2. With E

he average of the last 2 min of data collected for each 10 min
well time. Before each polarization curve, we operated the fuel
ell at a total-area-averaged current density, Ī, of 0.8 A cm−2 for
0 min and then purged using high air flow rates to ensure con-
istent membrane hydration and a flood-free start condition. We
erminated polarization curve measurements when the instanta-
eous cell voltage dropped below 0.2 V. We provide here only
brief description of the performance of the system with EO

umping and refer the reader to Litster et al. [11] for a detailed
tudy of this identical cathode wick and EO pump design. Lit-
ter includes detailed comparisons between this and two control
esigns: A second design with a wick but no EO pumping, and
third design with a solid graphite plate cathode (and no EO

umping). Consistent with the work of Litster et al., the cur-
ent results show that fuel cell operation was flood-free with
O pumping for stoichiometries of αair = 2–6, and flooding was
ignificantly mitigated for αair ≤ 1.5. Parasitic EO pump power
onsumption was nominal, ranging between 0.2 and 1% of total
uel cell power production for most operating regimes. This
xcludes very low operating current densities (Ī ≤ 0.1 A cm−2),
here percent power consumption increased to 1–2%.
Segment-specific polarization curves for air stoichiometries

f αair = 1.5–3.0 are shown in Fig. 8. For each operating air sto-
chiometry, polarization curves without EO pumping and with
O pumping at VEO = 12 V are shown. For αair ≤ 2.0, EO pump-

ng significantly extended the operating range of the fuel cell
nd/or increased maximum power density. With no EO pump-
ng and αair = 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0, the max power densities (averaged
ver the entire area) were 120, 420 and 470 mW cm−2, respec-
ively. In comparison, for EO pumping at 12 V, the respective

ax power densities were 350, 440 and 470 mW cm−2. As
xpected, pumping had the strongest effect for low stoichiome-
ries. At αair = 1.5, the case without EO pumping resulted in
evere flooding at low current densities. For example, for the
air = 1.5 case, the current density for many of the segments
ropped dramatically near current densities of 0.2 A cm−2;
ndicative of catastrophic flooding. In contrast, with EO pump-

ng, the fuel cell performance range was extended past current
ensity values of 0.8 A cm−2.

The data also show important spatial trends associated with
ooding and the role of the EO pump in preventing flooding.

w
g
g
i

ent was held constant during each 10 min dwell time. Data points represent the
g, flooding prevents fuel cell operation at αair = 1.3 for all current densities, and
mping, fairly robust fuel cell operation is achieved at these low stoichiometries.

e here first describe global trends and later discuss the specific
ases. For αair ≥ 2.0 and with EO pumping, current densities
ere highest in upstream segments and lowest in downstream

egments. As a result, for each stoichiometry, polarization curves
rouped into three distinct regions – high current, mid current
nd low current density – corresponding to upstream, mid-
tream and downstream (with respect to cathode flow field)
egments. We attribute this result to the reduction in oxygen
artial pressure as oxygen is consumed at the cathode. Further,
s air stoichiometry increased, the differences between segment
roups systematically decreased. For αair = 2.0, 3.0 and 6.0, the
egment-to-segment standard deviations of segment current den-
ities, at a mean current density of 1.0 A cm−2, were 0.132,
.097, 0.070 A cm−2, respectively. This trend is consistent with
he expected increase in homogeneity of oxygen partial pressure
s air stoichiometry increases.

We next discuss the challenging operation condition of
air = 1.5. At this low stoichiometry and with no EO pump-

ng, nearly all segments clearly experience severe flooding at
urrent densities above 0.1 A cm−2. The maximum achievable
urrent density was Ī = 0.2 A cm−2. Activation of the EO pump
xtended the operating range and the maximum achievable Ī to
.8 A cm−2. For the latter case, the most severe flooding was lim-
ted to segments 4, 7, and (to a lesser degree) 1. These segments
re positioned furthest from the EO pump. We conclude that at
hese current densities, the EO pump was unable to remove all
xcess product water and, as a result, channels far from the EO
ump were left to flood.

At αair = 2.0, the case without EO pumping resulted in severe
ooding for current densities between Ī = 0.2 and 0.7 A cm−2.
looding effects were less pronounced for current densities
eyond Ī = 0.7 A cm−2. We attribute this mid-range current
ensity flooding and subsequent recovery at higher current den-
ities to the effects of passive water removal by the wick. For
hese fixed αair curves, high current density implies higher air
ow rate. As discussed by Litster et al., the cathode channel
ow, the wick, and EO pump system act together to remove

ater. For the EO pump placement considered here, pressure
radients in the cathode channel translate to in-plane pressure
radients in the wick. These pressure gradients provide a driv-
ng force that helps pump water through the wick and toward
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ig. 8. Polarization curves with EO pump off (left) and EO pump on at VEO =

air = 3.0 (e and f). Segment locations are shown in Fig. 5, and are labeled as seg
esulted in significant enhancement (extension) of the range of performance for

he EO pump and outlet. At the highest maximum current den-
ity value (Ī = 1.2 A cm−2), the segment current densities again
egregated into three groups corresponding to upstream, mid-
tream and downstream segments, suggesting that at this high
urrent operating condition, flooding was not significant. With
O pumping, the fuel cell also achieved a current density of

¯ = 1.2 A cm−2. We note that fuel cell operation was flood-
ree when the EO pump was activated. EO pumping eliminated
he flooding observed during low current density operation. The
ow current density operating regime is of general interest. For
xample, stable, flood-free low current operation is desirable
n automotive applications during vehicle idle, where auxiliary
ystems are the primary fuel cell load. Accordingly, GM/NIST
33] recently published a paper where they investigate fuel cell
tack flooding at an operating current of 0.2 A cm−2. Ahluwalia

t al. [3] also showed fuel cell performance optimization at low
ower density to be essential for high overall efficiency. We con-
lude that EO pumping resulted in a meaningful improvement
n fuel cell performance for αair = 2.0.

α

E
i
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(right) for air stoichiometries of αair = 1.5 (a and b), αair = 2.0 (c and d), and
1 (�), 2 ( ), 3 (©), 4 (�), 5 ( ), 6 (�), 7 (�), 8 ( ), and 9 (♦). EO pumping
ir stoichiometry, and flood-free performance at higher stoichiometries.

At αair = 3.0 and without EO pumping, the sharp drops in
uel cell voltage indicative of flooding were observed at current
ensities of Ī = 0.2 and 0.3 A cm−2, and primarily in the outlet
eader and outer channels. For currents higher than about Ī =
.4 A cm−2, the fuel cell again recovers from flooding. We again
ttribute this to the transport of water through the wick due to
ressure gradients in the cathode channels. At this high αair,
igh current density regime, product water is largely removed
assively by the wick and we therefore expect no significant
mprovements from EO pumping. Above Ī = 0.7 A cm−2, the
egment current densities again segregate into distinct groups of
pstream, midstream and downstream segments. In the case with
O pumping, as with αair = 2.0, we see no signs of flood-related
ass transport losses throughout the regime of operation.
Lastly, in Fig. 9 we present polarization curves for the case of
air = 1.3 and with EO pumping at 12 V. We first note that without
O pumping, this low αair case resulted in catastrophic flood-

ng at Ī = 0.1 A cm−2 and therefore no polarization curve could
e obtained. These data therefore document fuel cell operation
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Fig. 9. Segment-specific polarization curves for αair = 1.3 and EO pumping at
12 V. Segment locations are shown in Fig. 5, and are labeled as segment 1 (�),
2 ( ), 3 (©), 4 (�), 5 ( ), 6 (�), 7 (�), 8 ( ), and 9 (♦). Catastrophic flooding
prevented measurement of a polarization curve at this low air stoichiometry,
without EO pumping. Accordingly, all of the data shown here represent operating
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onditions enabled by EO pumping. Segments located far from the EO pump
xperienced the most significant losses due to flooding. Catastrophic flooding
revented operation beyond Ī = 0.5 A cm−2.

egimes that are accessible only with EO pumping. Operation at

air = 1.3 is possible, but EO pumping provides insufficient water
anagement at the chosen pump voltage. At this extremely low

ir stoichiometry case, pressure differences in the cathode are
egligible (we estimate less than 400 Pa difference between inlet

r
o
t
p

ig. 10. Power density distribution (and cell potential) of fuel cell operated at αair =
urge, (b) after heavy flooding and immediately before EO pump is engaged, (c) at a
ondition. The corresponding cell configuration and orientation is shown in Fig. 5. Pl
hen subsequent recovery once EO pump was engaged at 10 V (at t = 390 s).
er Sources 174 (2007) 272–281 279

nd outlet). Channel regions far from the pump (e.g., segments 4
nd 7 and, to a lesser degree, segment 1) are therefore more sus-
eptible to flooding for αair = 1.3 as compared to αair = 1.5. This
bserved performance improvement at αair = 1.5 suggests that
ven the small increase in cathode inlet pressures from αair = 1.3
o 1.5 is significant. In the next section, we will present tran-
ient studies that confirm that, for low αair, the EO pump has the
trongest affect for regions close to the EO pump.

Although not shown here, we also performed experiments at
igher values ofαair. At the high stoichiometric ratio ofαair = 6.0,
he polarization curves with and without EO pumping were con-
istently nearly identical. In both cases, fuel cell performance
as free of flooding in all segments and at all current densi-

ies. We again attributed this to relatively high cathode-to-pump
ressure differences resulting in the removal of product water
assively via the wick. Operation at this highαair does not require
he EO pump.

.2. Transient results

We performed a fairly extensive set of start-up and flood-
ecovery experiments with our segmented cell setup. We here
ummarize the performance of the system as it floods (in the
bsence of the EO pumping) and as it recovers from severe flood-
ng (upon activation of the EO pump). We discuss operation at
air = 1.5 and αH = 2, and a constant total-area-averaged cur-

ent density, Ī, of 0.5 A cm . At these conditions, steady state
peration leads to significant flooding without EO pumping and
o flood-free operation when the EO pump is activated. We first
urged the fuel cell with a high air flow rate to ensure a flood-

1.5, αH2 = 2.0, and Ī = 0.5 A at four instances in time: (a) immediately after
n initial stage of fuel cell recovery and (d) at the approximate steady state end
ots show transition from flood-free to near-catastrophic flooding operation, and
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ree start condition. We then operated the fuel cell without EO
umping until flooding caused the cell voltage to drop below
bout Vcell = 0.2 V. At this point we activated the EO pump at
EO = 10 V to initiate fuel cell recovery. We measured segment
urrent densities and cell voltage continuously for the 15 min
uration of the experiment.

Fig. 10 shows power density distribution plots at four
nstances in time. The bar heights on each plot represent the
ower density of each segment. We show segment orientation
ith respect to the cell configuration in Fig. 5. The plots chrono-

ogically show power distribution at the following four instances:
mmediately after purge (t = 0 s), after heavy flooding and imme-
iately before EO pump is engaged (t = 390 s), during fuel cell
ecovery (t = 450 s, about 1 min after activation of the EO pump),
nd at the approximate steady state end condition (t ≥ 900 s).

Vcell immediately following purge was 0.64 V. As expected,
ig. 10a shows that this initial fuel cell operating condition
esulted in approximately uniform power distribution through-
ut the cell area. The power density decreased slightly with
ncreased distance downstream. This reduction was expected
nd was most probably due to oxygen consumption at the cath-
de. After about 6 min of operation, fuel cell flooding was nearly
atastrophic as fuel cell performance deteriorated significantly
rom the starting condition; resulting in a minimum voltage of
cell = 0.19 V and a strongly non-uniform power distribution as
hown in Fig. 10b. At this heavily flooded condition, perfor-
ance losses were most significant in the outer channels of the

athode flow field and intensified with distance down stream.
he manifold cross-sectional area (with respect to flow direc-

ion) was 5.0 times larger than the cross-sectional area of each
arallel channel, which should result in similar pressure drops
cross all channels. We attribute this difference between the
ooding of interior and exterior channels to the effects of in-
lane temperature gradients. For example, the interior channels
hould experience the highest temperature and will therefore
enefit from higher vapor pressure, and a resulting increase in
vaporative water removal (see Hickner et al. [34]). Also, the
pstream segments near the inlet header (segment 2, and to a
esser degree segments 1 and 3) produced significantly higher
ower densities than the remaining segments. We attribute this
o the combined effects of downstream flooding and oxygen
onsumption. For finite power production in all segments, liq-
id water accumulation is expected to increase with downstream
istance, while local stoichiometric ratio decreases—both limit-
ng local reaction rates. This trend is consistent with the work of

ench and Yoon [12,13] who observed increased flooding with
istance downstream in single and triple serpentine cathode flow
elds.

Upon activation of the EO pump at t = 390 s, recovery was first
bserved in segments near the EO pump, followed by regions
ncreasingly further from the EO pump. This trend of preferential
ater removal from areas near the pump is consistent with our

teady state experiments for αair = 1.3 and 1.5, where EO pump-

ng was unable to remove product water from far field channels.

e conclude that, as anticipated, the EO pump should be located
ear areas most likely to flood in order to hasten flood recov-
ry and minimize necessary pump voltage. After about 1 min

d
b
fl
c

er Sources 174 (2007) 272–281

f EO pumping, the fuel cell recovered considerably from the
early catastrophic flood condition, as shown in Fig. 10c. At
his point in the recovery, Vcell slightly exceeded the initial non-
ood voltage, with an operation voltage of 0.65 V. However,
urrent distribution was not nearly as uniform as the starting
ondition, as segments opposite the EO pump (segments 4 and
, and, to a lesser degree, segment 1) still showed performance
egradations indicative of flooding. The increased power here is
ost probably due to a minimization of ohmic losses resulting

rom improved membrane hydration. We hypothesize that the
nitial purging (to ensure no initial flooding) slightly reduced

embrane humidity and conductivity.
Full fuel cell recovery was achieved about 3 min after EO

umping was first initiated. This approximate flood-free steady
tate condition was maintained for the remainder of the 15 min
est period. This steady state operation is shown in Fig. 10d.
he final operating voltage increased slightly to Vcell = 0.66 V,
nd revealed a uniform current distribution consistent with the
ood-free operation observed initially (shown in Fig. 10a).

At all stages of the transient experiment, flow channels near
he EO pump (by segments 3, 6, and 9) performed consis-
ently better than flow channels opposite the EO pump (by
egments 1, 4, and 7). This includes both extremes: the heav-
ly flooded state with EO pump off, and the flood-free steady
tate end condition with an activated EO pump. At the heav-
ly flooded state, the segment-column-averaged current densities
ere 0.45 A cm−2 for the near-pump segments and 0.29 A cm−2

or the segments opposite the EO pump. We attribute this to
assive, wick-to-pump water removal (see Litster et al. [11]
or a more detailed discussion of this issue). With EO pump
ctivated at 10 V, these respective current densities were 0.53
nd 0.46 A cm−2. As shown earlier in this section and in our
teady state experiments for αair = 1.3 and 1.5, the EO pump
nitially preferentially removes water from nearby areas in the
ick flow field. Continuous use of the EO pump for higher αair

nsures steady state operation of the entire fuel cell without
ooding.

. Conclusion

We presented a segmented cell study for a 25 cm2 PEMFC
ith a cathode-side active water management system. This

ystem used an external EO pump hydraulically coupled to
n integrated, hydrophilic porous carbon flow field (wick) for
roduct water removal. This active water management enabled
ood-free operation of a 23-channel parallel cathode flow field
t low air stoichiometries. Parallel flow field structures greatly
educe the work required to drive forced air convection.

We analyzed water transport issues of the wick/pump sys-
em by studying steady state and transient current densities in
ine segments. We found that, for moderate air stoichiometries
αair ≤ 3.0), the fuel cell floods without EO pumping. This flood-
ng resulted in strongly non-uniform and low average power

ensities. Under partially flooded conditions, performance was
est in areas near the cathode inlet header, as losses due to
ooding intensified with distance downstream. Inner channels
onsistently showed better performance than outer channels,
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hich we attribute to in-plane thermal gradients and the resulting
ncreased vapor pressure for interior channels.

Transient experiments showed that upon pump activation,
he fuel cell recovered to the flood-free cell voltage within 30 s.
ecovery from the heavily flooded state began in regions close

o the EO pump, followed by regions increasingly further from
he EO pump. Steady state operation of the EO pump ensured
ood-free operation for αair ≥ 2.0. For these flood-free operat-

ng conditions, variations in reactant concentration dominated
patial trends in fuel cell performance, resulting, again, in a
light decrease of fuel cell performance with distance down-
tream. As expected, as air stoichiometry increased, downstream
radients in oxygen concentration became less significant and
erformance losses due to concentration reduction were mini-
ized. Parasitic EO pump power consumption was low, ranging

etween 0.2 and 1% of total fuel cell power production for most
perating regimes.
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